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ASSESSMENT OF LIVE CORAL COVER AND RECENT 
CHANGE ON THE REEFS OF THE ADANG-RA WI ISLANDS， 

TARUTAO MARINE NATIONAL PARK， THAILAND 

Chris Carpentel and G. Lamar Roberr 

ABSTRACT 

During 1993 to 1995 a team from the Wildlands Studics Program (S組長anciscoState 
University， College of Extended Le釘 ning)mapped Iive coral cover (lcc) in the Adang-Rawi 
Island Group of Tarutao Marine National Park， Satun Province， Thailand. These granitic， 
continental-shelf islands in the Andaman Sea support intact fringing reefs in most locations. 
Visual estimates of lcc were made by swimmers， locations were established by means of a 
hand-held global positioning system and data were mapped using CAMRIS geographical 
information system software. Results of白eWildlands Studies survey were compared with 
data obtained by the Phuket M紅ineBiology Center 8 years earlier. In general， coral cover was 
well correlated between studies， establishing that methods were comparable and由atcoral 
cover is predictable on a temporal scale of years to decades. Significant increases in coral 
cover did occur on some reefs， however. These were mostly reefs located in sheltered places 
and dominated during出eWSs旬dyby rapidly-growing corals of出egenus Acropora， indicating 
recovery from some disturbance prior to白ePMBC survey.百leonly reef with significant1y 
diminished coral cover had a significantly higher proportion of massive corals， relative to血e
island group as a whole. The simplest model to explain this pattern of change is one in which 
expos吋 reefs訂 esubject to high rates of disturbance， while sheltered reefs are most of the time 

undergoing a gradual recovery from infrequent catastrophic disturbance. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Ad阻 g-RawiIsland Group consists of 25 small gr佃 iteislands in the Andaman 

Sea about 65 km off the west coast of Satun Province， Thailand. These islands紅巴

included in Tarutao National Park and are located at about 6' 30' N. latitude， 99' 15' E. 
longitude. They support well-developed fringing coral reefs in most offshore locations 

with a diversity of t蹴 aand growth forms typical of the Eastem Indo-Pacific Region 
(WELLS， 1988). 

During the period 1993 to 1996， we mapped coral in the Adang-Rawi isl加 dsand 

established a series of survey plots to investigate local pattems of dominance among 

different coral growth forms. More recently， w巴havedeveloped a map of live coral cover 

using the CAMRIS (Computer Aided Mapping and Resource Inventory System) software 
package. This paper reports the results of our survey and compares coral cover today with 
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c'Onditi'Ons rep'Orted by the Phuket Marine Bi'Ol'Ogical Center (PMBC) d町 inga s町 vey

c'Onduc凶 in1986 (PHONGSUWAN & CHANSANG， 1987). We h'Ope白紙血isc'Omparis'On can 

pr'Ovide useful inf'Ormati'On ab'Out the effects 'Of vari'Ous “natural" and human-caused 
disturbances 'On the c'Oral reefs 'Of this紅 eaand pr'Ovide the f'Oundati'On f'Or further studies 

'On血eec'Ol'Ogy 'Of c'Oral reef c'Ommunities in the Andaman Sea. 

Geomorphology of the Study Area 

百leAdang-Rawi islands bel'Ong t'O the peninsular ranges 'Of s'Outhem Thai1and， and 
have been insular at least since the begin凶ng'Of由em'Ost recent interglacial peri'Od， ab'Out 
7，000 ye紅 sag'O (WELLS， 1988). Surr'Ounding seas attain a maximum depth 'Of less由加

40 m.τ'he 'Outer island gr'Oup， including Rawi and Adang， c'Onsists 'Of Triassic granite， 
whi1e isl叩 dsc1'Oser t'O the mainland， inc1uding Taruta'O Island，紅ec'Omp'Osed 'Of Pale'Oz'Oic 

limest'One and sandst'One. These ge'Ol'Ogical differences have a significant effect 'On b'O白

血eterrestrial加 dmarine envir'Onments. On the near-sh'Ore islands， s'Oi1s derived fr'Om 

limest'One have a p'O'Or wa飽:rh'Olding capacity s'O白atvegetati'On is m'Ostly dr'Ought decidu'Ous. 

Beaches are c'Omp'Osed 'Of fme sand， and much 'Of the c'Oast c'Onsists 'Of undercut headlands. 

C'Oral reef devel'Opment is m'Odest there. The gr創uticAdang-Rawi islands， further企om

the main1and， supp'O託 evergreenf'Orest 'On retentive s'Oi1s. Here the sand is c'Oarse and出e

islands， th'Ough m'Ountain'Ous， sl'Ope even1y t'O血esea s'O that beaches are present in m'Ost 

places. Sh'Orelines c'Onsist 'Of narr'Ow beaches interrupted by headlands 'Of er'Oded granite 

b'Oulders 'Or sl'Oping cliff faces. Offsh'Ore， reef flats 'Of vぽyingwidth and c'Oral c'Onditi'On 

give way in fav'Orable l'Ocati'Ons t'O reef sl'Opes d'Ominated by massive 'Or branching c'Orals 

with a high pr'Op'Orti'On 'Of live c'Oral. Water c1arity is greater am'Ong血e'Outer island gr'Oup. 

Rawi Island (3，100 ha) is白em'Ost physi'Ographically diverse 'Of the 'Outer island gr'Oup 

with in1and valleys and 1紅 geflat areas， but Adang Island (3，000 ha) at凶nsa higher 

elevati'On (703 m). B'Oth 'Of these islands have peren凶alfresh water s回 amsand stands 'Of 

undisturbed evergreen dipter'Ocarp f'Orest. The Adang-Rawi island gr'Oup als'O inc1udes 23 

'Other islands 1紅 geen'Ough t'O supp'Ort w'O'Ody vegetati'On， and numer'Ous small r'Ocks and 
sh'Oals (Figure 1-2). Tides are semi-diumal姐 d由eaverage spring tide range is 2.4 t'O 2.7 

m (PHONGSUWAN & CHANSANG， 1992). 
Annual precipitati'On averages ab'Out 2600 mm， and is seas'Onally variable. Ab'Out 

70% 'Occurs during the May t'O Oct'Ober s'Outhwest m'Ons'O'On whi1e the peri'Od N'Ovember t'O 

April has n'Ortheaster1y winds and a dry c1imate. December t'O March c組 bevirtually 

rainless. Data c'Ollected f'Or Phuket Island (190 km t'O the NNW) rec'Ords sea tempera加res

白紙 V創yseas'Onally between 250 and 290 C. (PHONGSUWAN & CHANSANG， 1992). 

Coral Distribution 

C'Oral reefs 'Of the Ad佃 g-Rawiisland gr'Oup have been studied tax'On'Omically by 

PHONGSUWAN (1986) wh'O f'Ound 138 species 'Of sc1eractinian c'Orals in 47 genera 'On 

“typical reefs" and am'Ong c'Oral c'Ommunities 'On r'Ock surfaces. 百usgeneric diversity is 

similar t'O血atidentified f'Or the Eastem Indian Ocean regi'On in bi'Oge'Ographic studies such 

邸 Sτ耳目&WELLS (1971)， but falls sh'Ort 'Of the number identified f'Or the regi'On by 
VERON (1985) [b'Oth references cited fr'Om VERON， 1995]. 
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百ledistribution of different reef types and coral growth forms was described by 
PHONGSUW AN & CHANSANG (1987) of白ePMBC. They also measured the proportion of 
live coral cover by area and the ratio of live to dead coral along reef slopes throughout the 
island group as of J佃 U釘y1986. Our coral map represents an effort to supplement 

PHONGSUWAN & CHANSANG'S existing significant body of work with a finer resolution 
description of白is紅 eabased on observations taken 8 ye紅 slater. 

Typical reefs of the Adang-Rawi islands consist of a reef flat of variable width， the 
surface of which is a complex mosaic of intact living叩 ddead coral colonies， coral-
derived rubble and sand. On the reef flat， live coral is dominated by massive forms， but 
br佃 chingcorals are nearly always present to some degree and may be locally dominant 

in sheltered locations. Several other growth forms occur here as well. The distribution 
of live coral on reef flat surfaces is highly variable across a broad range of spatial scales， 

impぽtingto the reef flats a fractal character that makes spatial analysis a special challenge. 
Further offshore， reef slopes紅 egently inclined and訂 edominated by massive coral 
colonies出atmay grow up against one another to form a continuous surface. PHONGSUW AN 

ET AL. (1987) describe the zonation of coral t砿 aand grow白 formsalong a transect from 
reef flat to reef slope. Due to a shallow continenta1 shelf in出ispart of the Andaman Sea， 

no significant reef walls or surge channel formations occur in the Adang-Rawi islands. 
Shorelines由atface open ocean to the southwest are exposed to the southwest monsoon， 
a source of intermittent high winds and destructive waves during May to October.τ'hese 
seasonally high energy shorelines may lack well-developed reefs， but support communities 
of coral on granite (PHONGSUWAN ET AL.， 1987). 

Park-People Relations 

The Adang-Rawi islands comprise the outer part of Tarutao Marine National Park， a 
protected marine area of 1，490 km2出atincludes 260 km2 of land. Most isl組 dsare 

uninhabited due to national park management policy and a lack of fresh water. Indigenous 
residents belong to one subgroup of a fishing culture popularly referred to in百1泊asChao 
Le， in English as“Sea Gypsy." These people call themselves Irak Lawoi as distinguished 
from the other group of Chao Le， the Mawken， who live farther north. They speak a 
language related to Malay (EITEL， 1994; FRASER， 1966). Lipe Island (400 ha) has the 
l紅 gesthuman population， with approximately 800 permanent residents and a few tourists 

during the winter dry season. A smaller settlement exists on the east side of Adang Island， 
阻 dsome of the resident Irak Lawoi seasonally occupy tempor訂yencampments in various 

places along血eshores of Ad叩 gand Rawi. A national park sub-station at the south end 

of Adang Island supports a few park employees and their families as well as a small 
concessionaire. A second substation has recently been built on the southeast shore of 
Rawi.τ'he Thai Fisheries Department maintains a station on Lipe Island as well. 

Human-caused disturbances to the reef ecosystem are evident in曲eAdang-Rawi 

islands， although the magnitude appears to be less than that normally found in紅 eascloser 
to human population centers. A history of confrontation exists in Tarutao Marine National 
Park and armed conflicts occurred between park workers and local residents as recently as 
the early 1980's (ALEXANDER， 1983). Today the relationship between Tarutao M紅 ine
National Park and its indigenous residents appe紅 speaceful. National park staff and local 
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fisherman both report that cooperation has improved，叩dour personal observations during 
出epast five ye紅'Scorroborate血is.But some泊lpactto曲eprotected marine ecosystem 

continues since both subsistence and commercial fishing activity is practiced here. On the 

positive side， illegal d戸四国tefishing app回 rsto have declined to a low level， and commercial 
trawling boats， whi1e still present in白epark， have begun to show greater compliance wi白
血.ep紅kdirective to limit trawling to locations more由an3 km offshore. Trawling activity 
is a so町 ceof ecological concem because these boats， working in p泊rs，drag nets血at

cap卸renearly all but the smallest marine organisms in their relatively fine mesh. 
The ecological cost of subsistence fishing is probably less significant， al血oughthese 

activities may appe紅 moreevident from a visual inspection of the coral reef since trawlers 
work farther offshore in environments seldom visited by divers. Fishing methods practiced 
on a small scale by local people include catching fish in sunken位apsand harvesting giant 
c1ams (Tridacna spふSunkenfish回 ps釘 eless damaging出印刷.wlingnets to communities 

of benthic organisms and the larger mesh size of血eenclosure enables small fish to escape. 

In order to harvest giant c1ams， the collector， breathing air from a compressor hose， stands 
on the bottom and pries his qu紅可 fromthe reef with a meta1 bar. Besides its effect on 
血.etarget species，曲isactivity visibly scars由ereef， although the magnitude of the ecological 

damage not known. 
Compared to m叩 yother places in southem Thai1and， the ecological effects of tourism 

in the Adang-Rawi isl阻 dsremain small， since the area is relatively inaccessible. Current 
so町 'cesof concem紅'edamage to coral caused by boat anchors and by careless swimmers， 
littering， and the illegal collection of protected marine organisms. To date， 42 mooring 
buoys have been installed by the national park staff near some of the most attractive reefs. 
It is hoped血atthese wi11 minimize anchor damage caused by tourist vessels， al血ough
storm damage and theft of mooring buoys has been a continuing problem. Pollution and 

eutrophication of near-shore waters due to improper sewage disposal could also become 
a problem if unres住ainedgrow也 oflow-budget tourist accommodations is allowed to 

∞C町 here部 ithas at other co出 tallocations血roughoutSouth 百lai1and.
Natural disturbances also affect reef condition. Storms of the southwest monsoon can 

completely destroy the live coral on an exposed reef flat and severely damage deeper reef 
edge habitats， creating a disturbance which requires at least 6 to 7 ye釘 sto recover 
(阻ONGSUWAN，1991). High winds during the dry no巾 e邸 temmonsoon may also produce 

wave energy powe曲11enough to break coral or bury it in sand. Movement of sand by 

ocean currents appe紅 sto be a significant so町 'ceof reef disturbance. For ex創nple，during 
出epast 8 ye釘 s，sand transported in a wester1y direction around the southem end of Adang 
Isl組 dh邸 comple旬lysurrounded a pier and， during the past 4 ye紅 s，has transformed 
several hundred meters of rocky， south-facing shoreline to sandy beach. Loss of sand仕'Om

the north side of Lipe Island， across a shallow， 1.5 km wide channel， has白reatenedhomes 

and left another pier isolated in open water some distance 合'Omshore. Records indicate 
high live coral cover along the southem end of Ad阻 gIsland 8 ye紅'Sago (目的NGSUWAN，
1986). Today， isolated patch reefs grow up from a sandy bottom in由issame location and 
live coral cover is quite low. 

D国主19the mid-1980's， an訂uesta“onof crown-of-thoms st紅白shAcanthaster planci 
was reported in出eAdang-Rawi islands (PHONGSUWAN & CHANSANG， 1992)， although 
difficu1ties in censusing由民coral-ea出 g蜘 rfish釦 din quantify泊gcoral predation confound 
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assessments of its importance as a source of disturbance. There has been much written on 
the population dynamics and con位01of A. planci but little agr田 mentas to白ecause of 
outbreaks， the degree to which they might be self-limiting， and how and whether白ey
should be controlled (Jm剖 SONET AL.， 1990). A. planci is present on reefs of the Adang-
Rawi group， but our casual surveys suggest由atits abundance is much lower than was 
reported during the outbreak of the mid-1980's. 

Studies have shown白atthe cora1 reefs of白eAdang-Rawi isl組 dsare vulnerable to 
severa1 kinds of disturbance. But the specific nature佃 dintensity of these disturbances 
appe釘 sto be high1y variable， a pattem白atis increぉinglyrecog凶zed描 agenera1 ecosystem 
property. It is no simple task， therefore， to infer from current conditions the na卸reor 
mag凶ωdeof the historica1 events白ataccount for variation in live cora1 cover observed 
during 0町 1993-1996visits. 

METHODS 

Mapping Live CoraI Cover 

On three annua1 visits each of 21 days' duration， January-February 1993 to 1995， we 
mapped live cora1 cover (1cc) on企ingingreefs and rocky offshore locations for a11由e
islands of出eAdang-Rawi group (Figures 1-2). Our 0句ectivew部 notto describe the 
taxonomic composition of the cora1 community， since出iswork is better left to specia1ists 
(VERON， 1995). Rather， we attempted to rapidly assess the condition of the reef by 
qu佃 tifyinglive coral cover and identi町ingmajor cora1 growth forms. 

To accomplish our survey， we towed two mask and snorkel-equipped swimmers 
a10ngside a sma11 boat (one to st紅board，one to port)， moving at approximately 60 mlmin. 
Swimmers used hand signa1s to communicate information about cora1 condition to team 
members in the boat. Other information relayed by the swimmers included the nature of 
the non-cora1 substrate (rock， sand or ca1careous rubble)， the occu町'enceof Acanthaster 
planci and signs of human disturbance suchぉ fishing住apsor discarded nets. As the 
swimmers observed the reef， a team member on board monitored a globa1 positioning 
system (G紅minGPS 50 Persona1 Navigator) which provided location data. By combining 
information provided by the two swimmers and血eGPS unit， we obtained lcc estimates 
at a resolution of 0.01 minutes of latitude and longi伽de，approximately equiva1ent at these 
near equatoria1 latitudes to an 18x 18 m square. 

During our initia1 rapid surveys， we attempted to map血eperimeter of each island by 
making at least one s町 vey-runa10ng the reef slope. In places where the reefs were 
especially broad， we made severa1 survey・runsat different distances from shore in order 
to map an紅 earather由加 aline. After血r田 fieldseasons， our coverage of reef edge and 
rocky offshore locations was nearly 100%， a1though some areas of expansive reef flat and 
sha110w， sandy bottom locations remain only p紅tia11ysurveyed. 

Managing mapping e町orcaused by substrate variability has been a concem出roughout
the project. One source of eηor is limited coverage of the area mapped. During出e
mapping surveys each swimmer observed a strip of substrate that r;姐 gedin width from 2 
to 5 m， depending on water dep出. Wi血 swimmersabout 2 m apぽt(on opposite sides of 
the boat)， the width surveyed by bo血 swimmersranged from 4 to 7 m. To obtain a lcc 
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estimate, swimmers integrated their observations over about 3 seconds, a traversed distance 
of about 3 m. Thus, at any moment, the two swimmers ' hand signals represented Icc 
integrated over 12 to 21 m2 of substrate, depending on water depth. Since the swimmers' 
signals were recorded as data each time the GPS location changed by 0.01' latitude or 
longitude, data assigned to the 18x18 m "sampling point" was actually derived from 
observations of a small fraction ( 4% to 6%) of that area. Since the distribution of live coral 
varied on spatial scales that range across several orders of magnitude from centimeters to 
hectares (SALE, 1991), our Icc estimates, derived from observations of less than 10% of 
the area mapped, are best regarded as statements of probability at a resolution 0.01 minutes 
of latitude or longitude (about 18 m). In other words, some fraction of a specified area 
18 m on a side has a substrate equivalent to that which we recorded, with the maximum 
likelihood that we recorded the Icc class which is most abundant at that location. An 
additional source of error results from the limited accuracy of the GPS unit: its signal may 
be intentionally degraded by the U.S. Department of Defense which controls the satellites 
(HURN, 1989). 

Surveyed locations were assigned a value of 1 to 4 according to the proportion of 
total area occupied by live coral (Figure 3). Each of the two swimmers independently 
relayed this value to the on board data recorders. If the numbers were different, the 
average value was taken as Icc for that location. Since some places were mapped more 
than once, Icc values associated with a particular 18x18 m 'sampling point' may represent 
coral cover estimates averaged over more than one visit. 
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Figure 3. Frequency of live coral classes on fringing reefs of the Adang-Rawi Island Group. The modal cover 
class is about 25 %. Areas of very high live coral cover are infrequent. 
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Despite certain limitations， we believe白紙 themapped data presents a fundamentally 
sound， if somewhat subjective， description of live coral cover in the Adang-Rawi islands 
at a finer scale由佃 mightbe achieved using other methods.百lemap is functional泊 白e
sense白atit allows users to easily locate places of high or low coral cover. 

To produce the map， data were initially transferred by hand onto graph paper at a scale 
of 1:18，000. A more recent version of the coral map has been produced using CAMRIS 
software (FoRD， 1993). 

The coral map contains a great deal of descriptive information which can be used to 
generate hypotheses about the environmental factors白紙 controlreef formation， and about 
the relationship between coral and the distribution of fish and other marine organisms. 
The data on live coral cover have additional value as a management tool and as a source 
of baseline data to monitor change in the reef environment over time. 

Comprehensive Survey Plots 

Although our coverage is extensive， the rapid na旬reofo町 mappingsurvey limits the 
amount of information we c加 attachto each s但nplepo凶. Thus， 0町 mapdata does not 
include information about the relative abundance of different coral grow出 forms，nor does 
it estimate the ratio of live to dead coral or the frequency of associated fish species. In 
1995-96， to better understand these important ecological variables， we made a more detailed 
S町 veyof selected locations throughout the island group. Survey locations were circles 
of approximately 30 m radius， monitored for 15 to 20 minutes by 4 to 8 mask and snorkel-
equipped swimmers. For each of the 82 survey locations， we determined the subs位atetype 
(reef flat， r，巴efslope， coral on granite or sand)， estimated the frequency of different coral 
grow血 forms，and recorded the species richness of certain fish taxa generally associated 
with scleractinian corals. 

Comparison with Previous Studies 

PHONGSUWAN & CHANSANG'S 1986 Phuket Marine Biology Center (PMBC) survey 
of fringing reefs in the Adang Rawi Island Group enables us to investigate how live coral 
cover changed between 1986佃 d1994， the yeぽ inwhich we did most of our mapping. 
The PMBC team used the Manta Tow technique in which observers訂epulled by an 
outboard motor boat moving at a speed of 75 m1min. Descriptive da旬 wererecorded at 
2-minute intervals and出isinformation was relayed every 10 minutes to a data recorder 
in the boat. Survey data covers segments of the coastlines of all the major islands of the 
Adang-Rawi group with observations collapsed to a single lcc estimate (mean and standard 
deviation) for each section of reef. Information includes percent cover of live coral， dead 
coral and soft coral as well as the substrate type. Although白ePMBC team measured only 
reef slopes and we included some reef flat locations， it is still possible to compare 0町

respective findings. 
If the reefs have not changed during the 8 yeぽs1986 to 1994， or if change has been 

even and directional throughout the island group，出.en0町 lccdata should correlate in a 
reef by reef， pair-wise comp釘 isonto出atof PMBC. If the data do not correlate， then 
either the sampling methods in出etwo studies are not compatible or else reefs here紅 e
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so dynar凶.cthat live coral cover in 1986 has no power to predict live coral cover eight 
years later. For白isωbe回 e，reefs would haveωbe su町田tωrapid，stochastic change 
on spatial scales of a few hectares and temporal scales of a few ye紅s. In other words， 
coral growth pattems would have the capacity to erase由eirown history in a relatively 
short period of time. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Our mapped s町 veyresults show白紙合ingingreefs with moderate (10-50%) live 
coral cover are typical for isl姐 dsof血eAd叩 g-Rawigroup. Although some rock:y 
shorelines with a southwest aspect are completely lacking coral cover， more often由e
rock:y shorelines have at least a small創nountof coral on gr;組 ite.In some places， broad 
reef flats extend from sandy beach to the制ngingreef-edge and in these locations the reef 
flats typically have a lower lcc (<50%)血組 thereef edge (lcc usually >50%; occasionally 
ne紅 100%). Places where high lcc extends over a broad紅 'eatend to lie in sheltered 
coves， mostly along shorelines with a north to northeast槌 p即t. Figure 3 illus佐'ates由e
f回quencydis住ibutionof live coral cover classes血roughoutthe island group. 

Despite由eimport佃 ceof白eSW monsoon in出isarea， we found no obvious 
relationship between gross aspect and lcc. It is likely白紙 localfeatures of the shoreline 
and出epresence or absence of sheltering islands are more加 po託加t白血 gross槌 p回 tin 
deterr凶凶ng由ewave energy to which a particular reef is subject. 

羽田由emost extensive are舗 ofhigh coral∞ver during our 1993-1995 m叩ping
effort are located on出enorth side of Yang Island， the northeast side of Dong Island， the 
southeast com町 ofRawi Island， protected by nearby Yang and Adang Islands， and sheltered 
coves at the southwest comer of Adang. Clearly血epresence of sheltering islands and 
smaller-scale shoreline features has a signific組 taffect on lcc. We also found healthy 
fringing reefs with high lcc along the east and west sides of Adang Island， although in bo出
of these places，役lenearshore reef flats were泊 poorcondition. 

Figures 1 and 2 show the distribution of live coral cover throughout the island group. 

Comparison with PMBC 1986 Survey Data 

Our comparison shows a significant correlation between reef condition measured by 
白eP~佃C team in 1986 and the WS tearn in 1994 (1'=0.477; N=59; p<O.OOl). This 
correlation (Figure 4) demonstrates也athistorical effects do persist: reef conditions in 
1986 have some power to predict conditions 8 years later. However， it is not appropriate 
to draw conclusions from the slope of the regression curve， since each te鑑nused its own 
subjective method to estimate live coral cover. 

Al也ough血edis住ibutionof po泊tsis correlated-here each point represents a reeι-
there is a great deal of scatter. We at住ibute白isto several general causes， some of which 
紅 'eecologically meaningful and some which紅'enot. First， sarnpling error due to出e
heterogeneity of the reef subs仕'atecertainly reduces the streng也 ofthe correlation. Second， 
small， stochastic change in the reefs over由e8・ye釘 intervalwould also reduce血e
correlation.百lesetwo so町 cesof error釘 eprobably inseparable in血iss旬dy.τ'hird，the 
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Adang-Rawi Island Group 
Change in Live Coral Cover 1986-1994 
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Figure 4. Relationship between li ve coral cover measured by the PMBC Team in 1986 and the Wildlands 
Studies in 1994. Outlying points, representing reefs much changed during the interval between surveys, 
are represented by dark circles. Other points are signifcantly correlated (P<O.OO l ), indicating a 
correspondence between live coral cover in 1986 and 1994. That is, Icc in 1986 has some power to 
predict Icc in 1994 on most of the fringing reefs surveyed. In this comparison, the slope regress ion 
is not biologically meaningful since the two surveys were conducted independently of each other, 
using slightly different survey methods . 

Wildlands Studies team combined data from both reef flat and reef edge locations to obtain 
an overall Icc estimate for a reef, while the PMBC team measured only the reef edge. To 
address this source of bias, we discarded from the comparison the two reefs (Adang 6 and 
A dang 11) where measured reef flat lee and reef edge Icc were most dissimilar. 

In addition to these three rather uninformative sources of variation, it appears that 
some of the outlying points in our pair-wise comparison of reef condition over an interval 
of 8 years result from major changes in live coral cover. Indeed, when we remove six of 
the most distant outliers, the correlation among the remaining points increases substantially 
(r=0.672; n=53; p<<0.001). All but one of the reefs which lie significantly outside the 
putative correlation show a substantial increase in Icc since 1986. The five most extreme 
points in this direction represent three reefs comprising the northern half of Yang (Yang 
1, 5, 6) where Icc changed from 20-30% in 1986 to 54--63% in 1993-95, and two sections 
along the northeast side of Dong (Dong 4, 6) where Icc changed from 15-18% in 1986 to 
61-70% in 1993-95. 
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We believe that these reefs， which comprise essentially the whole northern half of 
Yang and the long northeast side of Dong， show evidence of substantial increases in lcc 
over 8 ye紅 sfrom 1986 to 1994. It may be significant that a dominant growth form in all 
five of these locations is branching coral Acropora sp.， a fast-growing， early successional 
form which PHONGSUWAN (1991) describes as being able to fully recover from complete 
storm destruction in 6 to 7 years. Our observations of coral colonization of cement blocks 
placed on reef flat locations off the west shore of Adang Island in 1993 show that Acropora， 

once established， c組 increase血edi釘neterof its branching mass from 5 cm to 15 cm in 
one year. 

A sixth m司joroutlier， on the south side of Lipe Island (Lipe 5)， reflects a substantial 
loss of live coral cover from 73% in 1986 to 21% in 1993-95， an event corroborated by 
local residents and members of the WS team who made a prelimin釘Yvisit to this紅白 in
1992. 

These results suggest血atcoral reefs in出eAdang-Rawi islands are potentially very 
dynar凶con time scales of a few ye紅s，and紅 ecapable of rapid recovery following a major 
disturbance. It seems likely出athere， as in other ecological systems (CONNELL， 1978)， 
frequent local disturbance may maintain non-equilibrium conditions白atsuppo託 ahigher 
architectural and biotic diversity. For example， branching growth forms appear to dominate 
places where the coral has changed rapidly over a short period of time and massive forms 
tend to dominate those areas where live coral cover is relatively constant. 

Having identified some reefs由atshow evidence of substantial change over an 8 ye紅

interval， we used our comprehensive survey plots to determine what characteristics these 
reefs might share. We investigated variables such as the aspect and physiography of the 
shoreline and the relative abundance of massive and branching growth forms. 

Reefs with the biggest increases in lcc were situated in places sheltered企omthe 
southwest monsoon， with a lower energy coastline.τ'his includes the reefs on north Yang 
and northeast Dong where lcc increases were from 30% to 559もandfrom 15-20% to 
60ー70%，respectively. Other locations of northern aspect also showed increases in lcc. 
OnAdang叩 dRawi， lcc increased three-fold or more in some places as did lcc in sheltered 
locations of smaller islands such as Ta Rang， Bissee and Lipe. 

Figure 5 illustrates the response of reefs to aspect. In favorable (sheltered) locations， 
most ch組 geis in the direction of increased lcc. Exposed locations， on the other hand， are 
equally divided between increased and decreased lcc. 

Are there any differences in the relative abundance of branching and massive coral 
growth forms on the reefs that changed between 1986 and 1994， compared to the overall 
distribution of growth forms throughout the island group? We comp訂 eddata from all 82 
coral survey locations， distributed throughout the island group， to those particular survey 
locations taken from reefs that show substantial change (Table 1). Fo町 ofthe changed 
reefs (Yang 1， Yang 6， Dong 6 and Lipe 4) had enough survey plots (N2: 3) for a statistical 
compぽison.Of these four， we found that two of the three reefs that showed large increases 
in lcc (Yang 1 and Yang 6) had significantly more branching coral and less massive coral 
出組曲esurvey plots overall (p<0.05; Mann Whitney Rank Sum Test). On the other hand， 
Lipe 4， the reef that showed the biggest decrease in lcc during白eperiod 1986 to 1994， 
had significantly less branching coral and more massive coral than average. 

These observations suggest an explanation for the dynarnics of change in live coral 
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Table 1. Coral Cover in Comprehensive Survey Plots, 1995-96. Massive corals dominated 
survey plots throughout the Adang-Rawi Island Group. However, those reefs that 
showed an increase in live coral cover between 1986 and 1994 were dominated 
by branching corals. The single reef that showed a large decrease in live coral 
cover had an even greater than average proportion of massive corals in 1994. 
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Figure 5. Response of reefs to coastal aspect. Reefs facing northeast are defined to have the maximum shelter 
angle of 90°, those facing southwest have the minimum shelter angle of -90°. The vertical axis is log 
of change. Negative values mean live coral cover (Icc) has declinded, positive mean Icc has increased. 
diagram shows that in favorable (sheltered) locations, most change is in the direction of increased Icc. 
Exposed locations, on the other hand, are equal ly divided between increased and decreased Icc. 
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cover. Exposed places are subject to a high f問uencyof disturbance that excludes the 
fast-growing but delicate branching cora1s. Instead， these places紅 edominated by massive 
forms血atgrow slowly but can withstand higher wave energy. Continuous， slow cora1 
grow血 ispunctuated by企equentsma11 disturbances and r紅 'elarge disturbances. Under 
such a disturbance regime， change on a sca1e of severa1 years is stochastic and non-
d註ectiona1.Thus， reefs泊placessubjected to high disturbance show no directiona1 change: 
at any given time， about the same proportion show increased and decreased live coral 
cover. 

Sheltered reefs have a different dynamic. 百leyare prone to infrequent but severe 
disturbances白紙紅elikely to destroy the reef (PHONGSUWAN， 1991)， but which紅'eusua11y 
followed by佃 extendedperiod of recovery， as reef edge locations and offshore flats釘 e
colonized by rapidly growing， branching species. When instantaneous， catastrophic 
disturbance is infrequent，血emost likely observation will be one of directiona1 increase in 
lcc. Thus， the reefs on白eno吋1side of Yang Island， currently dominated by branching 
cora1s， appe紅 tobe still recovering from some disturbance which occurred prior to 1986. 
And they will probably continue to do so until they either reach a state of equi1ibrium， 
unusua1 for cora1 reefs (CONNELL， 1978; SALE 1991)， or until the next catas位ophe.Whether 
these disturbances are due to anthropogenic influences， selιlimiting predator outbreaks， or 
physica1 disturbances like storm damage， has yet to be determined. This explanation for 
出edynar凶csof cora1 change in sheltered and exposed locations best accounts for the 
differences we noted between the 1986 PMBC survey and our 1994 Wildlands Studies 
survey. 

CONCLUSIONS 

百lelarge-sca1e distrlbution of live cora1 in the Adang-Rawi island group is typica1 of 
islands located in the sha110w waters of the Andaman Sea. A1though it is evident白紙 these
reefs are prone to disturbance， the causes of these disturbances are difficult to discem. 
Wave damage and sand deposition caused by the storms and high winds of the wet 
southwest monsoon (May to Octobぽ)and the合ynor血eastmonsoon (December to April) 
probably cause血egreatest reef damage. Biogenic causes such as outbreaks of crown-of-
thoms st紅fish(Acant，加sterplanci) and組曲ropogeniccauses related to subsistence and 
commercia1 fish也.gactivity and tourism may a1so disturb the reefs to some degree. To町 ism，
poised to increase in the region， cou1d become a serious threat to the cora1 reef community 
in白efuture and will require careful management and cooperation between park authorities 
and loca1 commercia1 interests. It is sig凶ficantぬatthe reefs most attractive to snorkeling 
tourists (e.g， Yang Island)紅'ethose which support the most delicate， vulnerable cora1 
grow曲 forms.

Comparison of live cora1 cover in 1986， measured by a team from the Phuket Marine 
Biology Center， and in 1994， measured by血eWildlands Studies team， shows little change 
in live cora1 cover in those places exposed to prevailing winds and dominated by massive 
cora1s. By con佐ast，reefs in sheltered pl配 es，dominated by delicate branching cora1s， 
show a higher cora1 cover in 1994出anthey did in 1986. We propose that this pattem 
occurs because the exposed reefs are subj削 toa high frequency of disturbance relative to 
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出eeight ye紅 intervalbetween the two surveys and that their resident corals (dominated 
by massive forms) are adapted to this disturbance regime. Sheltered places， on the other 
hand， allow delicate branching corals to proliferate under conditions白紙 maybe tranquil 
for long periods of time. But these sheltered places紅'estill su句ectto泊frequentcatastrophic 
disturbances of the kind白atmight accomp加 ya large storm， an outbreak of Acanthaster 
planci， or an episode of des回 ctivefishing activity. After such a disturbance， the a丘ected
reef will begin an extended period of regeneration during which live coral cover will 
increase to a high level. If出epattern of disturbance on a sheltered reef is catas佐'ophic
but infrequent relative to an eight ye紅 surveyinterval， and if出erecovery process is 
prolonged and directional，血enan increase in live coral cover would be the pattern most 
likely to be observed between two surveys eight years ap紅t.τ'hisis indeed the pa仕，ernwe 
observed. 
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